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Yorkshire is a beautiful country, filled with lots of greenery and scenic landscapes. A lot of notable
tourist spots of England falls under the boundary of Yorkshire. Some of the popular cities include
Dalton, Leeds, Queensbury, Aston, Beverley, etc.

Beverly is one of the most beautiful places to visit while touring Yorkshire County. A lot of Luxury
hotels are available in this particular part of the County. It is a beautiful town that has a medieval
origin. It has a lot ancient landmarks and historical sites. In fact, tourists visit this place mainly for
the rich medieval history as well heritage sites it feature. Minster, a gothic church constructed during
the early part of 8th century is the major attraction of Beverly.

Another area within Yorkshire that experiences strong tourist presence is Leeds. It is one of the
most visited tourist destinations in UK. Rated as a World Gamma City, Leeds has a rich ancient
history to share. Some of the finest hotels in yorkshire  are situated in Leeds. It is not only about star
accommodation facilities that we talk about. Rather, Leeds features a lot luxury inns and guest
houses. These are available at much affordable rates when compared to boutique hotels and other
star accommodation facilities.

A fine accommodation option in Yorkshire is private bungalows and villas. These sorts of
accommodation options are best for people travelling large groups. In fact, such lodging options are
more affordable and convenient. A group of ten to twelve people can easily be accommodated in
private bungalows or villas. An additional advantage of these accommodation facilities is that they
are fully furnished. The interior area is decorated with beautiful furniture items, LCD television, BD
player, Hi-Fi sound cum music system, modern bathroom attachments, kitchen utensils, air
conditioner, etc.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a Luxury hotels, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a hotels in yorkshire !
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